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“ Timely and engaged with historical, linguistic, and aesthetic 
questions of interest to literary scholars in a variety of 
fields, this Approaches book provides standard as well as 
innovative pathways for a number of possible courses.”

—Françoise Lionnet
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Now published by Duke University Press

Qui Parle
Critical Humanities and Social Sciences
Jordan Lev Greenwald and Simone Stirner, editors

Qui Parle publishes provocative interdisciplinary 
articles covering a range of outstanding 
theoretical and critical work in the humanities 
and social sciences. Founded at UC Berkeley in 
the 1980s, the journal starts critical conversations 
and introduces new analytic modes by bringing 
together diverse scholarly and artistic voices.

Subscribe today.
Two issues annually

Individuals, $42 

Students, $25

dukeupress.edu/qui-parle

888.651.0122 | +1.919.688.5134

subscriptions@dukeupress.edu



After #Ferguson,  
After #Baltimore:  
The Challenge of Black 
Death and Black Life for 
Black Political Thought
An issue of  

South Atlantic Quarterly (116:3)

Barnor Hesse and  

Juliet Hooker, issue editors

dukeupress.edu | 888.651.0122 |  @DukePress |  dukeuniversitypress

Drawing primarily on the US #blacklivesmatter movement, contributors 
to this issue come to terms with the crisis in the meaning of black 
politics during the post–civil rights era as evidenced by the unknown 
trajectories of black protests. The authors’ timely essays frame black 
protests and the implications of contemporary police killings of black 
people as symptomatic of a crisis in black politics within the white limits 
of liberal democracy.

Contributors: Barnor Hesse, Juliet Hooker, Minkah Makalani, John D. Márquez, 
Junaid Rana, Debra Thompson, Shatema Threadcraft

Buy the issue at dukeupress.edu/saq.


